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Ethiopia has entered a defining moment
in its history.
Since July 2021, the TPLF has
unleashed its brutal attacks against
Amhara and Afar Regions which have
resulted in incalculable damage to the
civilian population in these areas. The
TPLF’s actions vividly indicate the
promotion
of
inter-ethnic
strife,
aggression, and destabilization of
Ethiopia.
Despite
some
reluctant
reactions, the Western World largely remains silent on the TPLF onslaught,
seemingly waiting to see if the TPLF would prevail on the war front. As this war
was imposed on the people of Ethiopia, it is gratifying that Ethiopians from all
corners of the country have stood up in unison to defend their country and are
determined to defeat TPLF forces.
On a positive note, September is the end of the long rainy season and the
beginning of the Ethiopian New Year. Meskerem 1st or September 11 is a New
Year Day known as Enkutatash and it is 2014 in Ethiopia – a country that still
follows the old Julian calendar. September is a month of a new beginning, a time
to look forward with hope and anticipation. It is also a season when flowers are
blooming and harvest is coming ushering a new beginning for anticipation,
peace, and reconciliation. The month of Tikimt (October) also brought good
news for Ethiopians. A democratically elected new Government was formed.
Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed‘s party – the Prosperity Party – won the most seats
in the new Federal Parliament and assumed power for the coming five years.
On the challenging side, AEPAC is concerned with the deteriorating relations
between Ethiopia and its traditional allies in the West. Many Western countries,
including the United States have started taking unwarranted measures that will
put undue pressure on Ethiopia’s peaceful development. It is regrettable that the
Biden Administration is at the forefront in such a biased policy against Ethiopia.
Even the world body, the United Nations, which is known for its neutrality, sided
with those powers that preferred to look the other way.
We call upon all Ethiopian-Americans and American friends of Ethiopia to
express their strong disapproval of such an unbalanced position towards
Ethiopia and increase pressure on the Biden Administration to change course.
We also call upon Ethiopian-American voters to support candidates running for
US Congress who will oppose measures that adversely affect the century-old
US-Ethiopia relations and endanger mutual benefits. When you exercise your
voting rights during the upcoming election in 2022 you can be heard and
contribute your share to the promotion of US-Ethiopia relations.
Thank you!
God bless the people of the United States and Ethiopia.
Sincerely,

Mesfin Tegenu, AEPAC Chairman
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AEPAC ACTIVITY UPDATE
AEPAC Works with Constituents on Registering and Voting in the VA
Gubernatorial Election
A race for Governor of Virginia between Democrat Terry McAuliffe and
Republican Glenn Youngkin is going on for the November 2, 2021 election.
AEPAC has worked hard with VA Ethiopian Americans to register and vote by
using short videos and its website to urge them to come out in their numbers to
make themselves recognized as an important group that can make a difference
in election results. The two candidates are neck in neck in the polls and
experience has shown that such block voting can tilt the balance one way or the
other.
The Georgia senatorial runoff election of January 5, 2021, where Democrats
won both Senate runoffs which resulted in control of the US Senate is due to
Black voters along with Georgia residents of all races including EthiopianAmericans. In situations where the margins are so small, the votes of the 100
thousand strong Ethiopian-Americans in VA can make a real difference to
election results.

APEPAC Election Campaign Strategy Adopted and Process of Selecting
Committee Members Started
AEPAC has developed an election campaign strategic plan for the mid-term
election cycle of 2022 to support candidates who subscribe to AEPAC’s mission
of promoting Ethiopian-American mutual interests, regardless of party
affiliations. The AEPAC campaign will be conducted in all states and districts
that are identified as priority places for AEPAC during this mid-term election
cycle in 2022.
The AEPAC election campaign strategic plan will be executed in full coordination
and collaboration with its partners, supporters, and volunteers throughout the
United States. Based on the consensus reached with partners and stakeholders,
the strategic plan is adopted and committees are being formed at different
levels. The next step will be for each state and district committee to identify
candidates running for Senate, House, Governor, or Mayor positions, evaluate
them based on their pro-Ethiopia and pro-Ethiopia & US mutual interest stances
and support their campaign accordingly.
Media
October has been a more challenging month. In September we secured more
than 10 articles, this month has proven more difficult. There are a number of
reasons as to why. First, the Ethiopian Government has been more aggressive
in its armed operations, including airstrikes in Tigray which has soaked up much
of the coverage. However, as ever we were up to the challenge and have
secured very important articles in tier-one media and regional press.
Our ‘war room’ function was put to use to brief journalists on AGOA., CNN’s
attack on Ethiopia Airlines and on the UN. Our challenge of CNN helped secure
updates to the article and clarifications.
We undertook proactive activity on the Virignia Governor election reaching out to
all political news websites and local newspapers and broadcasters.
Furthermore, we sent out three pitches on the impact of AGOA and continue our
regional media outreach.
The Western media narrative started to pivot in early October following the
expulsion of seven UN officials and later airstikes on Mekelle. Nevertheless, we
have still seen signs of cutting through. Karen Bass recent statement, highlight
critical of the TPLF, is one such example.
Notable successes from October include:

An op-ed drafted and placed on behalf of Araya Amsalu in the Cinicinnati
Enquirer Opinion: Input from US is needed to resolve Ethiopian crisis
(cincinnati.com)
A long-form article with Rueters on the impact of AGOA on Ethiopia’s
economy. This is very important article and landed a critical time in the
U.S. Government’s process for considering Ethiopia’s place in AGOA. We
arranged for a visit to the factory mentioned and provided the stats and
other background information to ensure this piece was helpful for the
campaign: The Ethiopia Conflict Not Just Another “International News
Item” | Black Star News

The Reuters article has been covered very widely, some examples are below:
Texas News Today
NewsBreak
msnbctv.news
sowetanlive.co.za
africnews.fr
LatestLY
yahoo.com
Digital
The digital output of AEPAC has continued to steadily grow. The Twitter channel
has gained over 1100 new followers, meaning that the channel now has over
5,900 followers. In the last 30 days, AEPAC content on Twitter has appeared in
newsfeeds 245K times, with a focus shifting to content that tells the stories of
those who would be most affected by the loss of AGOA, and on the Virginia
gubernatorial election. The top-performing piece of content was a Tweet
encouraging Virginia residents to sign up to vote, with over 35k views on the
newsfeed, while the most engaged with piece of content was a graphic
encouraging the two candidates to sign up to pledges that support the
Ethiopian-American community.

The growth of digital channels has
backed up work done to contact
Congress Representatives via the digital
campaign system, resulting in over
40,568
letters
being
sent
to
representatives so far. These letters
provide representatives with a strong
understanding of the feeling surrounding the AGOA issue from US citizens and
are a vital part of taking the campaign to the Administration. The next stage in
this campaign will be to refocus our efforts directly on the Administration, by
employing the same tactic in writing to Administration officials. This direct
engagement will be strengthened by such a strong campaign targeted towards
the representatives, who have increasingly shown their commitment to the
cause. We thank everyone who has written a letter, as you have helped drive
this engagement.

NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS
Swearing in and Inauguration of PM Abiy for a New Five-Year Term
Abiy's Prosperity Party scored a landslide win in June elections that federal
officials touted as the high mark of democratic reforms he initiated upon taking
office in 2018 and the new parliament elected him for a five-year term.
Six African heads of state, as well as the Prime Minister of DRC and Foreign
Minister of Algeria attended the inauguration ceremony held at the Meskel
Square in Addis Ababa.

The leaders congratulated Ethiopia for the successful election it held and offered
full support to the PM in his endeavor to bring peace and prosperity to the
country and the region.
The following excerpts from their inaugural statements are a testimony of the
high regard these African leaders give Ethiopia.
Djibouti’s President, Ismaïl Omar Guelleh: “Throughout this long and glorious
history, Ethiopia has gone through many defining moments and has always
come out stronger”. Today, more than ever before, we hope to see an Ethiopian
nation that is at peace with itself, a nation that forgives all of its sons and
daughters and collectively builds on the achievements of yesterday to reach
even higher ground. We all know how fragile peace is in our region.”
Kenya’s President, Uhuru Kenyatta: “I stand here to offer you my support as
you continue to rebuild Ethiopia. Ethiopia is the mother of African independence
… Ethiopia is our mother. If the mother is not at peace no other members of the
family can be at peace.”
Senegal’s President, Macky Sall: “Thank you and congratulations to Prime
Minister Abiy for the transformation you brought to Addis Ababa and Ethiopia.
Senegalese people will be with you!”
Somalia’s President, Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed: “Amongst all of today’s
difficulties, leaders must offer solutions, hope and deliver results that can drive
progress and prosperity for their people and nations. The 6th Ethiopian elections
result clearly shows that the Ethiopian people have invested their future with
Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed who has proven to them that he is personally
committed to their inclusive development”.
South Sudan’s President, Salva Kirr: “I came here in August for a one-day
visit, and I said that we won Ethiopia, which is our great mother. Being a South
Sudanese without Ethiopia would have not been what we are today. We don’t
want our great mother, Ethiopia, to have the challenge we had in South Sudan…
we will go wherever you go with you”.
Uganda’s President, Youweri Museveni: “Ethnic divisions, religious divisions
had shattered Uganda; but we grew out of that misery because we stood in
unity. I advise Ethiopian people to learn from Uganda that politics of interest is
the better way than politics of ethnicity.”
Ethiopia Gets New Cabinet Ministers

The newly formed parliament appointed the leader of the Prosperity Party, which
won by an overwhelming majority, Dr Abiy Ahmed, as Prime Minister. Twentytwo cabinet ministers presented to parliament by the PM were approved. Few
ministries saw changes in name or function, with about 30% of the ministers
keeping their original portfolios.
A significant transformation in the appointment decision was the bringing on
board of three opposition party officials - Berhanu Nega of the Ethiopian Citizens
for Social Justice (EZEMA), Belete Molla of the National Movement of Amhara
(NAMA/ABIN), and Kejella Merdassa of the Oromo Liberation Front (OLF), to
serve at cabinet minister level as well as appointing the ex-interim administrator
of Tigray region, Dr Abraham Belay, a Tigrayan by birth, to be the defense
minister of the country. The Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister
positions are still in the hands of Demeke Mekonnen. A new ministry responsible
for GERD negotiations and transboundary waters is occupied by the illustrious
Dr Sileshi Bekele. The appointment of ministers, state ministers, and other high
office holders is said to have taken several criteria of inclusiveness into
consideration, including education, expertise, experience, gender, geographic
representation and religious affiliation. The inclusiveness seen at the federal
level is also reflected in the formation of the regional governments.
Ethiopia Expels Seven UN Agency Staff and UNSC Meets for the 10th Time
on Ethiopia
The United Nations Security Council held its 10th meeting on Ethiopia in eleven
months. What prompted this latest meeting is the expulsion of seven UN officials
working in Ethiopia. The UN says declaring a staff member persona non grata,
and demanding they leave the territory, is inconsistent with a country’s obligation
under UN protocol.
The UN Secretary General said that this action is absolutely unacceptable and
undermines international efforts to deliver humanitarian assistance to millions of
people whose lives depend on it.
Ethiopia’s UN Ambassador, who also addressed the Council, stated the country
is not under any legal obligation to provide justifications or explanations for its
decisions. “The UN staff Ethiopia expelled sidelined their oath, the rules of
professional conduct, and the principles of humanitarian assistance,” before
listing numerous alleged transgressions.
The decision taken by the Ethiopian government to designate the seven UN staff
as “personae non-gratae” is given high attention and attracted condemnations
from several quarters including making it an agenda of the UNSC. In the past,
such actions on UN staff have been taken by countries such as Somalia,
Burundi, and others. The reaction by the UN and other bodies towards the two
countries that expelled UN staff were not balanced in comparison to what is
observed in the case of Ethiopia. Such “orchestrated” reactions make one
wonder why the double standard.
During the week the UNSC meeting was held, multiple recordings surfaced
online, where two senior UN officials based in Ethiopia granted a lengthy
interview to a Canadian journalist and writer who has published multiple articles
on the conflict in Northern Ethiopia. As a consequence, the two Agencies (IOM
and UNFPA) have recalled the two officials from Ethiopia to headquarters and
put them on administrative leave pending an investigation into the
recordings and citing "unauthorized interviews" as the cause.
Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed's spokesperson, Billene Seyoum, criticized IOM on
Twitter by saying that Ms. Achieng – whom she referred to by linking to
Achieng's verified Twitter account -- had told "the unvarnished truth on
institutional bias with the U.N. system."
Sudan Coup d’état and its Suspension from AU Membership
On October 25, 2021, Abdul Fattah al-Burhan dissolved the Joint CivilianMilitary Transitional Authority, breaching the African Union mediated agreement
in August 2019. The Ethiopian government played a significant role in resolving
the differences and formation of the transitional authority. The action of
President al-Buhran included dissolving parliament and declaration of a state of
emergency.
Jeffry Feltman, President Biden’s special envoy for the Horn of Africa, was in
Sudan two days before the coup and urged authorities to agree on transferring
leadership of the Sovereign Councill from Burhan to a civilian per the AU
agreement. Despite warnings from Feltman to the military government not to
escalate the situation, the decision taken by the military was discomforting for
US-Sudan relations, to say the least.
The military takeover triggered protests in Sudan and sparked global concern
and pressure. The proposed action by the international community for resolving
the crisis includes the release of Prime Minister Abdalla Hamdok and his cabinet
from detention and reinstatement of the civilian-led authority.
The Prime Minister of Ethiopia made a statement that the Ethiopian government
will stand with the people of Sudan and expressed the confidence that the
friendly people of Sudan will resolve the crisis peacefully, as they have done in
the past. Sudan, unfortunately, will not be party to any upcoming negotiations on
the Ethiopian dam (GERD) until AU lifts its suspension from the continental
body.
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Follow
To keep up to date with AEPAC’s work, please follow us on Twitter, and Facebook for
regular updates.
Share
Want to help push the voice of American-Ethiopians to the audiences who matter? Then
please share these Tweets so that AEPAC’s message is seen by more people across social
media:
AEPAC Mission Video
Open letter to Members of Congress
Oped in Foreign Policy News
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